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It’s so much fun when a new four-legged “fur kid” 
joins the family, and definitely worthy of a 
scrapbook page (or three)! This layout would lend 
itself to any occasion, and the Retro Fresh Suite 
makes it easy to coordinate it all! 
 
SUPPLIES 
Cardstock/Paper: Soft Suede (115318), Basic Black 
(121045), Gold Foil Sheets (132622), Retro Fresh 
Designer Series Paper (132993), Very Vanilla 
(130132, from Neutrals Color Collection Designer 
Series Paper Stack), copy paper for printer if 
printing out the journaling 
Ink: Basic Black Stampin’ Write Marker (100082) 
Accessories: Big Shot Die-Cut Machine (113439), On 
Film Framelits Dies (132969), Banner Punch 
(133519, Sale-A-Bration item will carry over to 
annual catalog), Small Heart Punch (117193), SNAIL 
adhesive (104332), Multipurpose Liquid Glue 
(110755), photo trimmed to 3⅜" x 3¾" 
 
INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Cut Very Vanilla DSP to 8" x 8" 
2. Cut two pieces of Soft Suede to 3⅛" x 6⅛" and 4⅛" x 6⅛" to be mats for Retro Fresh DSP. 
3. Choose a bold and subtle pattern from Retro Fresh DSP and cut bolder pattern to 4" x 6", and subtler pattern to 3" x 
6". 
4. Adhere DSP to Soft Suede mats using SNAIL adhesive and then to Very Vanilla background, as shown. 
5. Cut photo frame and film strip in Basic Black using On Film dies. Cut camera and arrows in Gold Foil sheet using On 
Film dies. 
6. Punch Small Heart from scrap of Gold Foil sheet, and Banners from scraps of Retro Fresh DSP. 
7. Arrange banners on upper left of page and adhere with Multipurpose Glue. Use the pen tip of the Stampin’ Write 
Marker to draw stitch lines across page through tops of banners. Draw a bow at each end. 
8. Adhere photo in photo frame and journaling in film strip using Multipurpose Glue. 
9. Attach framed photo to page as shown, using SNAIL. Do the same for the film strip journaling. Add heart, arrows and 
camera as desired, using SNAIL or Multipurpose Glue. 
10. Print a caption for the photo, too, if you’d like! 
 
This page was so quick to put together and could easily be reversed for a two page layout! 
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